
Mouthpiece Brush
Rinse mouthpiece under water, and scrub inside with mouthpiece brush. Be sure to do after each time you 

play, or when mouthpiece is noticeably dirty.

Soak
Fill a large container (or bathtub) with lukewarm water, and a small amount of mild dish soap. Remove 

pistons and set aside (do not soak these as they have springs and felts). Remove slides. Dunk trumpet 

body, slides, and valve caps in water and let soak for a few minutes.  NOTE: Water should not appear 

sudsy. Never use hot water as this can destroy the lacquer finish. *tub not included* 

Snake Brush
After trumpet has soaked, scrub all slides out with the snake brush. Rinse out slides to remove any remaining 

debris and soap. Let dry.

Valve Brush
After trumpet has soaked, scrub valves out in an up and down fashion with the valve casing brush.
Rinse out valves to remove any remaining debris and soap. Let dry. Scrub debris out of valve caps, rinse, and let dry. 

Carefully replace pistons in their appropriate casings. Screw on valve caps.

Slide Grease
If slides are dry or resistant, carefully remove slide, and apply a small amount of slide grease to the tubing 

attached to the trumpet body. Replace slide. Work grease into slide by sliding back and forth.

ID Card
Fill out ID card completely and bring (or mail) in to IMC. We’ll laminate it and create a nice luggage tag for your case!

Valve Oil
If valves are sticky or dry, apply a few drops of valve oil to holes in bottom valve caps. Work onto pistons by pressing keys up and 

down. Use oil sparingly. 

Polish Cloth
Wipe fingerprints and residue off of the body with the lacquer polish cloth. Buff for a polished look. NEVER USE WITH WATER. 



YOU MAY ALSO LIKE:
VALVE GUARD

Protect the lacquer finish of your trumpet’s 

valves, and personalize your trumpet for a 

look different than the rest.

MUTE

Different mutes are designed to change the 

tone of your instrument, or soften its 

volume. Find the mute to suit your specific 

needs. 

SILENT BRASS SYSTEM

Mute your horn, while plugging into 

Yamaha’s electronic modeling system that 

lets you still hear what your horn sounds 

like through headphones. Play along to 

your favorite songs!

SHEET MUSIC

IMC has TONS of fun sheet music that 

you’ll love to play from Disney Movies, 

Cartoons, Broadway Musicals, Popular 

Television, Pop & Rock Music, and 

Classical.

MUSIC STAND

Don’t have a music stand yet? How are you 

holding your music up? We’ve got folding 

music stands in many colors, as well as 

sturdy stands that are built to last!

HELPFUL REMINDERS
DON’T TRY TO REMOVE A STUCK 

MOUTHPIECE BY YOURSELF! 

When mouthpieces get stuck in your 

horn, it can feel almost impossible to get 

them out. To reduce the risk of breaking 

the bracing on your horn, keep the 

mouthpiece stuck in the instrument, and 

bring it in to IMC where we’ll remove it 

with a tool made specifically for 

removing mouthpieces.

Can’t blow any air through your horn? 

If you’ve recently cleaned your horn, 

and/or unscrewed and removed the 

pistons from their cases, they may have 

been put back in the wrong casings, or 

could be simply misaligned. Make sure 

all your pistons are in the right casings, 

and aligned using the valve guides. 

 

HOW ARE TRUMPETS LIKE PIRATES?

They both do murder on the high C’s.

THE SPIFFY
TRUMPET
CLEANING UP YOUR ACT SINCE 1999

(520)733-7334 | (520)408-8003
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